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Abstract. There are more and more people moving to China for
Chinese-learning. We applied the concept of “language partner” to build a
language learning application for two groups of people – foreigners in China
eager to discover their host language and culture and Chinese citizens wanting to
improve their foreign tongues. This language-learning application is called
“RedClay”, a reference to the color of China and the material used in building
the Great Wall. As a mobile-web application, RedClay provides social net-
working and learning functions (including cultural support and preference-based
vocabulary lists) to help people who want to improve their foreign language
abilities meet each other in real life.
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1 Introduction

In 2010, there were more than 40 million people studying Chinese [1], and 750,000
people took the HSK Chinese proficiency test [2]. Learning Mandarin Chinese has
become a pervasive need for people from different societies to get familiar with both
the Chinese language and culture [3].

The utilization of information technology such as mobile devices has become an
emerging trend. It is promoted by some researchers of Computer-Assisted Language
Learning. For example, Chen and Li [4] describe a project which combines
context/location awareness with a rudimentary kind of intelligent tutoring system. The
delivery of content is based on both the user’s profile, learning history and current
location, taking advantage of mobility and making the learning process more inter-
esting and contextual. Robert [5] supports the notion that language educators should
encourage and assist learners’ autonomy, as well as enable and provide means for
learners to combine formal and informal learning. Learning becomes more efficient and
permanent when tied to learners’ lives outside the academic environment. Mobile
devices are a great way to build this tie between users.
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The use of multimedia tools can also enhance the motivation and the range of
education. Sweller [6] argued that instructional design can be used to reduce the
cognitive load of learners. Language self-learning could be more effective with mul-
timedia tools, such as animations, flash cards or digital dictionaries. The motivation for
learning can also be enhanced [7].

A lot of applications have been developed to teach Chinese. Many of them are
simple dictionaries, but there are also more complex ones that involve innovative
features. Table 1 compares seven popular Chinese learning applications of which we
tried to identify their specificity. Flashcards are the most commonly used learning
process. Some mobile applications such as Hello Talk already focus on an interaction
and exchange between users. It connects two individuals eager to learn each other’s
language. However, the resulting relationships are not meant to develop outside the
virtual world.

The aim of this study is to develop a language learning application of which the
focus is set on social networking, motivation and cultural support. The application will
be called “RedClay”, a reference to two Chinese symbols: the red color, and clay, a
material used for constructions and referring to the Great Wall of China.

2 Survey of User Needs

2.1 Target User

The university environment is conducive to finding eager-to-learn and available people.
Therefore, for the first version of RedClay, we decided to limit the scope of our
user-base to a student population. The target users of RedClay could thus be described
as follows:

1. 20 to 30 years old university students interested in learning more about foreign
cultures

2. People ready to interact through an English-Chinese relationship and make new
acquaintances.

Eventually, our aim would be to extend our target population to all foreigners in
China and all Chinese people wanting to find a language partner.

RedClay will be developed in two versions: one for foreign students wanting to
learn Chinese, and one for Chinese students wanting to learn another language and
more specifically English. Those two versions shall also enable the app to identify the
type of user in order to suggest a contact only between a foreign and a Chinese student.
In order to figure out what would be the main functions offered by RedClay to its users,
a survey was conducted.

As this survey was meant to identify the needs of the whole target population, we
made two versions of it: one for international students and another for Chinese stu-
dents. We got answers from 63 Chinese students and 45 international students.
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2.2 Result

2.2.1 Students and Languages
Most of the international students that were surveyed would like or strongly wish to
learn Chinese. 40 % of international students even ticked “I came here to learn Chi-
nese”. In addition to this, 62 % of the international students currently use a Chinese
learning app (mainly the ones tested in Table 1: Pleco and Ankidroid).

Chinese students are interested in English (75 %), German (33 %), Japanese (32 %)
and French (27 %) and 41 % of them use learning applications to learn foreign
languages.

Table 1. Comparison of popular Chinese learning applications

Pleco

Great dictionaries -- It offers many input possibilities: English, Pinyin, Chi-
nese characters, voice and pictures (OCR)
Flashcard System -- It provides flashcards to help the user memorize vocab-
ulary.

dvanced function -- It has developed and now offers sentence propositions 
and an apprenticeship module. The most basic version is free but some op-
tions are not.

Anki Flashcards

Flashcard System & community -- Ankidroid is based on “cards” and “decks”
which you can download freely through the internet. These decks are created 
and evaluated by members, so there is an Ankidroid community.
SRS algorithm – Spaced repetition software, test users based on memoriza-
tion.
Memory card -- Ankidroid is not only for languages learners, but also for 
anything that can require the creation of a flashcard deck.
Exercise -- Users can define the amount of card they want to study. The cards 
are mostly used to enable people to learn new vocabulary and they have the 
form of small exercises.

Hello Talk

Online communication -- It basically works like an international “whatsapp”. 
The user can write and send vocal messages to people whose mother tongue is 
the one he wishes to learn.
Record -- Hello Talk gives one the possibility to listen, write, and translate 
messages automatically. Users can save messages they wish to revisit later, 
and record themselves.
Localization -- Users can freely decide to activate localization so that they can 
meet each other in real life.

Skritter

Chinese characters writing -- It is meant to make the user review specific 
words and characters, their tones (through audio samples) and how to write 
them (in the right order). It also includes a translating function for single 
words. 
SRS algorithm -- test users based on memorization.
Fee -- Around 15 US dollars per month.

Hello HSK

HSK test -- Helping users progress in HSK Chinese test norms and evalua-
tions is the main purpose of Hello HSK.
Training -- It has 6 training levels, and each of them is again subdivided in the 
different exam parts (Writing, Listening Comprehension, and Reading). The 
user can evaluate his level (and hence his progression) through exercises and 
training. It also provides corresponding lessons consisting of vocabulary, 
grammar points and common expressions. 
Simulation test -- It provides the simulation test in order to understand the 
scores.

Chinese Character

Culture-transmitting -- It focuses on Chinese characters and their evolution 
(from the original representation to present-day simplified symbols). It gives 
the meaning of the characters in 8 languages including Chinese and English. It 
is interesting for users who want to discover more about Chinese symbols.

Chinese Writer

Chinese characters writing -- The learning process uses character packs. 
There are several difficulties, some are for casual use and others are designed 
for the HSK test.
Personalization & sharing -- Users can create new packs.  Moreover, these 
packs can be shared with friends online.
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2.2.2 Friendships
20 % of international students estimate they have 10 or more Chinese friends. 42 % of
them have 3 or less, and the remaining 38 % declare they have around 5. The Chinese
students’ repartition is more extreme as 25 % of them don’t have any international
student friends while 35 % have 10 or more.

84 % of the international students would like to meet more Chinese students and 9
out of 10 would like to meet them as friends rather than “Chinese teacher only” (7 %)
or “Chinese guide” (4 %). Results are similar for Chinese students as 92 % of them
would like to meet more international students, mostly as friends (in a same proportion:
90 %). 73 % of the international students and 68 % of Chinese students are eager to
meet new students through an app.

2.2.3 Joint Activities
More than half of the international students are interested by most the activities we
suggested in the questionnaire, especially learning Chinese (73 %), cultural activities
(64 %), traveling and playing games (62 %), playing sports and visiting places around
Beijing (60 %). Having lunch or dinner on campus (58 %), cooking (56 %) and going
out to eat (51 %). The repartition is almost the same among Chinese students, although
they ticked on average less boxes, so that the percentages are lower overall. The order
as also differs: learning a foreign language ranks first (62 %), then traveling (56 %),
doing sports (44 %), playing games (40 %), having lunch or dinner on campus (37 %),
going out to eat (33 %), visiting places around Beijing (33 %), cooking (32 %) and
cultural activities (27 %).

3 Development

3.1 Main Idea

RedClay is a mobile-web language learning application, coded in HTML5 and PHP.
RedClay aims at motivating language learners to master a foreign language. The design
of RedClay is based on the creation of strong “language partner” relationships.
A “language partner” relationship involves real contact and intellectual enrichment
through everyday life situations and activities.

As a complex language, Chinese consists of distinct aspects: Reading, Writing and
Speaking. Linking written and oral Chinese requires practice because it is not pho-
netically intuitive [8]. The objective of RedClay is not to provide full lists of vocab-
ulary and lessons to users learning a foreign language. Its aim is to give them few key
words in relation with different fields in order to start a conversation with their lan-
guage partner about a subject and learn from him/her directly.

Such interactions involve various assets RedClay relied on during the development
process: social networking, motivation and cultural support.

Social networking is an upcoming trend in language learning. It has been found that
social networks significantly influence learners’ performance [9, 10]. According to
Benson and Avery [11], the digital generation is more willing to access information and
interact with others through the internet. Motivation has a major effect in learning
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efficiency [12]. Therefore, RedClay tries to raise the level of involvement by giving
users the possibility of doing common activities according to their interests. It is
impossible to ignore the relationship between language and culture. Second language
acquisition is bound to second culture assimilation [13]. According to Kuo [14], culture
and language affect each other. Language is the epitome of the speaker’s culture, and
culture relies on the philosophy, religion, economic and social position of the
individual.

A language learning application with cultural support can benefit from the features
of Social Network Sites (SNS) and the importance of culture. It provides a new
learning process where users can interact and learn from each other.

3.2 Information Architecture

Figure 1 is the information architecture of RedClay. The red borders represent the main
functions of the application.

Every page is in Chinese or in English depending on the choice of the user during
the registration phase. The welcome page has to be bilingual.

A user viewpoint is going to be used in order to explain the information archi-
tecture. First, the user arrives on the welcome page (Fig. 2). He/she then has two
choices: whether to log in or to register. If he/she does not have an account, the user has
to register which can be done in two steps. The first step is to fill in personal infor-
mation (left side of Fig. 3). The second step consists of setting user preferences (right
side of Fig. 3). Once the user finishes the registration, the account is created. The user is
then able to log in on the welcome page and access to the homepage.

In the homepage, several relationships are available and are sorted according to
frequency of interaction. The user can select one of his/her language partners and
manage their relationship. Some activities are suggested according to the common
interests of the user and his/her language partner. Users can also chat with their friends

Fig. 1. Information architecture of the application
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and access to the learning section of the application. On the learning page, the topics
they both are interested in are shown in priority. Users can find some useful vocabulary
words and interesting cultural points to discuss with their language partners.

3.3 Social Network

Social Network Sites provide new ways for language learners to interact and connect
with one another. According to Harrison [15], SNS can help language learners to
explore new relationships. By implementing the concept of “pedagogy 2.0” and
“language partner”, RedClay tries to build a platform for language learners with
common interests meet each other. RedClay mainly provides:

(1) Preference-based recommendations. RedClay is trying to help users find lan-
guage partners who share common interests to raise their motivation for learning.

Fig. 2. Welcome page

Fig. 3. Registration pages: registration info on the left and Interests on the right.
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(2) Suggestions. RedClay provides activity suggestions to “language couples” based
on their common interests – such as doing sport or trying traditional food together –
to help them interact from online to offline and enhance the cultural understanding.

(3) Learning support. RedClay offers specific topics, vocabulary lists, and related
culture points for each “language couple” to help them have a profound and
contextual interaction.

3.4 Interest

The design of the two-steps registration procedure (personal information form and
preferences choice), is shown on Fig. 3. After registration, users can start searching for
language partners with common interests and receive invitations from other users. For
example, Amber is a female exchange student from the U.K currently in China. During
her registration on RedClay, she chooses Chinese cooking, Athletics, playing Mahjong,
and visiting Beijing as her preferences. In the “Add friend” page, she can find some
language partners with similar preferences and send them invitations. She can accept or
cancel invitations by checking the notifications, as shown on Fig. 4.

In the sidebar, “Add interests” and “Setting” allow the user to change his/her
interests and password. In the homepage, users can check their language partner lists
and manage their relationships.

3.5 Friendship

The core of the application is the management of relationships between language
partners. In the relationship page, RedClay provides each “language couple” with
activity suggestions based on their common interests. For example, as Amber and Tony

Fig. 4. From Left to Right: Notification tab, Home Page, and a Relationship Page
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both like Athletics, Chinese cooking, playing Mahjong and Visiting Beijing, they both
can see suggestions related to these preferences in their relationship page. RedClay also
provides a chat function that allows users to communicate and discuss their avail-
abilities. There are 34 categories of vocabulary provided in the learning section. They
follow an order based on the preferences both friends choose. As an illustration, for
Amber and Tony: Athletics, Chinese cooking, playing Mahjong, and visiting Beijing
will consist of the top four ranking, so that they can quickly access vocabulary and
cultural information in these subjects.

3.6 Vocabulary/Cultural Support

In the learning page, the user can select one topic that he/she wants to learn about. The
topics shared with his/her friend are suggested in priority. The board where the user can
choose a topic is shown on the left side of Fig. 5.

After selecting a topic, the user arrives to the screen in the middle of Fig. 5
(Chinese cooking, in this example). The vocabulary lists display within three levels and
the user can choose one of them. By clicking on a word, the user can make the pinyin
and the English word appear. This part is useful for those who want to learn some new
words or have a discussion with their friends.

The cultural exchange in the language partner relationship is also a priority. The
user can access cultural points from the vocabulary page. All the cultural points of the
topic are shown on the screen with a title and a description as seen on right side of
Fig. 5. This part is useful for users who want to deeply understand culture differences
through in-depth communication modes.

Fig. 5. From Left to right: Learning page, Chinese cooking page where “dumpling” has been
selected, Cultural point page.
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4 Contents of RedClay

4.1 Categories

The categories and subcategories come from the results of the survey. RedClay
includes the following categories: Basic (to enable users to actually learn the basics of
Chinese or a foreign language), Sports, Cooking, Playing Games, Going out (including
cultural activities), Travelling (including traveling and visiting places around Beijing),
Miscellaneous (including other subcategories that seemed relevant to us).

4.2 Sub-categories/Topics

All subcategories included various subcategories detailed in Table 2. In each subcat-
egory, we decided to sort the vocabulary we provided according to 3 different levels of
language. It would enable users to improve their level with new words of vocabulary.

To these words of vocabulary were added cultural points for both Chinese and
international students related to each subcategories.

5 Conclusion

RedClay is a mobile-web application aiming at motivating learners to master a foreign
language. By implementing the concept of language partners, RedClay offers a new
source of motivation and tries to help each “language couple” interact from online to
offline. In real-live interactions, each “language couple” may do activities suggested by
RedClay and have language and culture exchanges.
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